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NORWEGIAN ESCAPE | TORTOLA, BVI
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Hidden away at the top of the ship is The Haven by Norwegian®, an exclusive enclave
accessible by private keycard with our most luxurious and well-appointed accommodations.
Bask in tranquility in The Haven Courtyard with a private pool and sundeck. Indulge in the
unparalleled personal service of a certified butler and concierge, who will make all your
arrangements on board and on shore. Best of all, you’re just steps away from a variety of
unique specialty restaurants, award-winning shows and exciting activities your ship has to
offer. Experience true luxury at sea on a vacation you’ll never forget.

NORWEGIAN GETAWAY | THE HAVEN COURTYARD

| INTRODUCTION

DISCOVER
TRUE LUXURY.

24-HOUR PERSONAL BUTLER SERVICE
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Enjoy the ease of priority embarkation and disembarkation. Once on board, you’ll be
escorted to your suite where a complimentary bottle of champagne or sparkling wine
will be waiting – as will your personal butler.
Let your butler unpack your luggage, serve breakfast in bed or even afternoon tea.
Trained and certified by The International Institute of Modern Butlers, you’ll experience
the highest level of personalized service – 24 hours a day.
What’s more, you’ll enjoy the convenience of a concierge to take care of all your details
from planning an exciting shore excursion to scheduling a relaxing massage in our spa to
reserving a romantic table for two at our French bistro. All so that you can focus on what’s
most important – spending quality time with loved ones.

| PERSONALIZED SERVICE

LET THE
PAMPERING BEGIN.

NORWEGIAN GETAWAY | THE HAVEN COURTYARD
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Exclusively for guests of The Haven, you’ll discover a private oasis in The Haven
Courtyard, where privacy and tranquility are paramount. Catch up with your favorite book
in the serene setting of a private sundeck. Cool off in The Haven’s pool. Call upon a
poolside valet for a light bite or handcrafted cocktail. And let the world melt away in a hot
tub. Your sanctuary at sea awaits.

NORWEGIAN PEARL | THE HAVEN COURTYARD

NORWEGIAN GEM | THE HAVEN SUNDECK

| THE HAVEN COURTYARD

YOUR SANCTUARY
AT SEA.

NORWEGIAN ESCAPE | THE HAVEN RESTAURANT OUTSIDE SEATING

NORWEGIAN ESCAPE | THE HAVEN RESTAURANT

THE HAVEN RESTAURANT | WARM PEAR & GINGER CRUMBLE

THE HAVEN RESTAURANT | RACK OF LAMB
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Dine in exclusive company with other Haven guests in a private restaurant* and savor an
array of extraordinary dishes for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Prefer to dine under the stars?
Enjoy spectacular views while dining al fresco in The Haven Restaurant on Norwegian
Escape and Norwegian Bliss or amid tranquility in The Haven Courtyard. You can even
invite your friends or family not staying in The Haven to join you for a meal.**
Then relax with handcrafted cocktails with loved ones in a private lounge. However, if you
just want to settle in for the evening, then put on your plush robe and enjoy the convenience
of in-suite dining.
* Available on Norwegian Bliss, Norwegian Escape, Norwegian Getaway, Norwegian Breakaway and Norwegian Epic.
** For a nominal fee. Restrictions apply.

| THE HAVEN RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

SAVOR EVERY
MOMENT.
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Exclusive perks are standard when you stay in The Haven. Mingle with other Haven
guests and ship officers at a special cocktail party. Indulge in a pillow menu featuring
different styles. And what better way to end your day than with gourmet treats delivered
to your suite each evening? If there’s anything else you desire, simply ask your butler
or concierge, as they will be more than happy to assist you.

| AMENITIES

A LITTLE SOMETHING
JUST FOR YOU.
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Luxury has never been so welcoming and so refreshing. Step into your spacious Suite,
Penthouse or Family Villa and wind down in complete comfort. Enjoy dramatic floor-toceiling windows providing ever-changing seascape views or step out onto your private
balcony and feel the calm of a relaxing sea breeze. Beautiful marble spans the bathroom,
which includes a whirlpool tub with equally amazing views. Wherever you choose to
unwind, you’ll be pampered with fine linens and a pillow-top mattress from The Bliss
Collection by Norwegian® and Bvlgari® bath products.

BEST ACCOMMODATIONS
THE HAVEN

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF AWARD

PORTHOLE MAGAZINE

TWO YEARS IN A ROW

| ACCOMMODATIONS

WRAP YOURSELF
IN LUXURY.

THE HAVEN SUITES
STATEROOMS VARY PER SHIP

NORWEGIAN ESCAPE | THE HAVEN OWNER’S SUITE

NORWEGIAN GETAWAY | THE HAVEN DELUXE OWNER’S SUITE BATHROOM

H2 THE HAVEN DELUXE OWNER’S SUITE

WITH LARGE BALCONY

Sleeps up to six.

NORWEGIAN ESCAPE | THE HAVEN DELUXE OWNER’S SUITE BEDROOM

H3 THE HAVEN OWNER’S SUITE

WITH LARGE BALCONY

Sleeps up to four.

H4 THE HAVEN 2-BEDROOM FAMILY

VILLA WITH BALCONY
Sleeps up to six.

THE HAVEN SUITES
STATEROOMS VARY PER SHIP

NORWEGIAN ESCAPE | THE HAVEN COURTYARD PENTHOUSE

NORWEGIAN GETAWAY | THE HAVEN PENTHOUSE BATHROOM

H5 THE HAVEN COURTYARD

PENTHOUSE WITH BALCONY

Sleeps up to three.
NORWEGIAN BLISS | THE HAVEN SPA SUITE

H6 THE HAVEN AFT-FACING PENTHOUSE

WITH BALCONY
Sleeps up to four.

H8 THE HAVEN DELUXE SPA SUITE WITH BALCONY

Sleeps up to four.

H7 THE HAVEN FORWARD-FACING

PENTHOUSE WITH BALCONY
Sleeps up to four.

H9 THE HAVEN SPA SUITE WITH BALCONY

Sleeps up to two.

GARDEN VILLA BATHROOM

GARDEN VILLA HOT TUB

GARDEN VILLA MASTER BEDROOM

NORWEGIAN JEWEL | GARDEN VILLA LIVING ROOM
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| ACCOMMODATIONS

THE HAVEN 3-BEDROOM
GARDEN VILLA
STATEROOMS VARY PER SHIP

A sanctuary of contemporary design featuring a spacious living room, walls of
windows, outdoor terraces with a hot tub and a private dining area. There are
three full baths plus a half-bath. With up to 4,891 sq. ft., Garden Villas* sleep
up to eight guests.
*Available on Norwegian Gem, Norwegian Pearl, Norwegian Jade and Norwegian Jewel.

H1 THE HAVEN 3-BEDROOM

GARDEN VILLA

Sleeps up to eight.

NORWEGIAN BREAKAWAY | THE HAVEN RESTAURANT OUTDOOR SEATING
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Go from the exclusivity of The Haven to the excitement of the rest of the ship. Enjoy
the ease of stepping outside your private enclave and into a whole other world to discover
– with priority access to it all. From restaurants with warm ocean breezes and bars made
of ice to Broadway shows and dueling pianos, there’s something for everyone around
every corner of the ship. Feel what it’s like to experience a vacation on top of the world
when you stay in The Haven.

WORLD TRAVEL AWARDS
5 YEARS IN A ROW

| BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

ENJOY THE BEST OF
BOTH WORLDS.

NORWEGIAN ESCAPE | ROPES COURSE - SKY RAIL ZIP LINE
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There’s plenty of time to unpack. Better yet, since you’re guests of The Haven, let
your butler do the unpacking so you can start exploring. Head up to the top deck
and conquer the largest ropes course at sea.* Catch some sun as you whoosh down
thrilling waterslides.* Play a friendly game of basketball in the middle of the ocean.
Indulge in a hot-stone massage or pick up a precious stone of your own at a fine
jewelry boutique. Whether you’re up for something exhilarating or relaxing, experience
a vacation as wide open as the sea around you.
* Select ships.

NORWEGIAN BLISS | RACE TRACK

NORWEGIAN GETAWAY | THE WHIP

| ONBOARD EXPERIENCES / DAY

MAKE YOUR DAYS
EXTRAORDINARY.

ONBOARD EXPERIENCES
DAY

DUTY-FREE SHOPS

ROPES COURSE | THE PLANK

AQUA PARK | AQUA RACER

MANDARA SPA | THERMAL SUITE

SPORTS COMPLEX | BASKETBALL COURT

NORWEGIAN ESCAPE | THE WATERFRONT

Activities vary by ship.

MILLION DOLLAR QUARTET
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When the sun goes down, your evening heats up. Catch a spectacular Broadway show
or laugh till it hurts at an improv comedy club. As guests of The Haven, you’ll enjoy the
exclusive benefit of VIP seats to all of our complimentary entertainment on board, which
your concierge can reserve. Feeling lucky? Get in on all the exciting action at our bustling
casino. Enjoy handcrafted cocktails at your favorite bar or lounge. Listen to live music or
dance till the wee hours. You own the night, so make every evening legendary.

BEST ENTERTAINMENT

EDITORS’ PICKS

CRUISE CRITIC

| ONBOARD EXPERIENCES / NIGHT

AND YOUR NIGHTS
LEGENDARY.

ONBOARD EXPERIENCES
NIGHT

CIRQUE DREAMS | DINNER & SHOW

THE ICE BAR

BURN THE FLOOR | BROADWAY SHOW

®

JERSEY BOYS | TONY AWARD -WINNING MUSICAL

Entertainment varies by ship.

NORWEGIAN ESCAPE | SASHIMI POBLANO
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Freestyle Dining gives you the freedom to dine how you want, when you want and where
your mood takes you. With no fixed dining times or pre-assigned seating and the best
culinary experiences at sea, nobody does dining like Norwegian. Enjoy our complimentary
Main Dining Rooms, where the daily changing menus are as fresh as the ingredients we
use. Or feel free to discover a cuisine scene of unique specialty restaurants, which your
concierge in The Haven can make reservations for you. From a Cheeseburger in Paradise
at Jimmy Buffett’s Margaritaville at Sea to seafood-inspired cuisine with a dash of Latin flair
at Bayamo by Iron Chef Jose Garces, unfold your napkin and enjoy experiences of
gastronomic proportions.

| DINING

LET YOUR PALATE
LEAD YOU.

DINING

COMPLIMENTARY DINING

SPECIALTY DINING

All of our ships offer delicious three-course meals in up to three Main
Dining Rooms. You’ll also find Asian-fusion restaurants, impressive
buffets featuring carving and pasta stations, a variety of casual cafés,
grills, grab-and-go choices and O’Sheehan’s Neighborhood Bar &
Grill, which is open 24/7. From prime rib to grilled salmon to our chef’s
original dishes made with the freshest ingredients, your dining can be
as fine or fun as you want. With a wide variety of complimentary dining
options to choose from, there’s something for everyone.

Make it a special night at one of our specialty restaurants. Experience
fine seafood-inspired cuisine at Bayamo by Jose Garces or Ocean
Blue. Savor superb French fare at Le Bistro or Premium Black Angus
Beef at Cagney’s Steakhouse. Indulge in succulent meats at Moderno
Churrascaria. Enjoy the sizzles and surprises at Teppanyaki or bring your
family for an Italian meal at La Cucina. They’re all on board – and they’re
all delicious.
Charges apply.

DINE INSIDE OR OCEANSIDE

DINNER AND A SHOW

Meet with friends for a drink while watching the sunset. Dine with
your family under the stars. There’s something extraordinary about
dining by the water surrounded by fresh ocean breezes. Experience
oceanside seating along The Waterfront, our revolutionary quartermile promenade lined with restaurants, bars and stunning ocean
views. Exclusively on Norwegian Bliss, Norwegian Escape,
Norwegian Getaway and Norwegian Breakaway.

Enjoy the excitement of watching an incredible show with dinner. Join us
in our unique big-top venue, Spiegel Tent, for Cirque Dreams Epicurean.
Feel the sizzle of Burn the Floor in our Main Dining Rooms, The Manhattan
Room and The Tropicana Room. Or enjoy a glass of Chardonnay (or two)
during lunch and a sidesplitting show at Wine Lovers, the world’s first and
funniest wine tasting musical.
Entertainment varies by ship. Charges may apply.

NORWEGIAN BREAKAWAY | THE WATERFRONT

NORWEGIAN ESCAPE | THE CELLARS

NORWEGIAN ESCAPE | SUGARCANE

NORWEGIAN ESCAPE | THE DISTRICT BREW HOUSE
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Mojito muddling. Scotch pouring. Wine swirling. Beer flowing. Whatever your cocktail
of choice, we’ve got a bar or lounge that can mix it up just the way you like. Our ships
feature up to 22 bars and lounges, each with its own unique vibe. Lounge poolside with
a piña colada or oceanside on The Waterfront with a Cabernet Sauvignon straight from
Napa at The Cellars, A Michael Mondavi Family Wine Bar. Feel the ultraviolet energy at
Bliss Ultra Lounge or the chill at the only ice bar at sea. Whether you’re looking to meet
up with friends or make new ones, follow your mood and mingle.

| BARS & LOUNGES

LET COCKTAILS
AND CONVERSATIONS
FLOW.

NORWEGIAN EPIC | SAUNA

COUPLES MASSAGE

MEN’S GROOMING SALON

NORWEGIAN JADE | THERMAL SUITE
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| SPA

SLIP INTO SERENITY.
Revive, refresh and recharge in a spa and fitness center that is remarkable. When you
stay in The Haven Spa Suite, you’ll enjoy complimentary access to the Thermal Suite
where you can unwind with a steam and then go for a dip in the Vitality Pool. Or loosen
up those muscles with a hot-stone massage, one of over 50 specialty treatments offered
by our well-trained massage therapists. If you’re into a daily workout routine, you can
keep it going in our Fitness Center with free weights, TRX training and advanced cardio
equipment. Then feel like a million dollars with a custom shave in our Men’s Grooming
Salon. Simply inhale, exhale and be well.

NORWEGIAN BREAKAWAY | AQUA PARK
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| KIDS

SMILES COME
IN ALL SIZES.
We know a place where kids can be kids, adults can be adults and families can get
even closer. Consider our ships playgrounds at sea, where you can go for a dip in the
pool and whoosh down thrilling waterslides at the Aqua Park. Then go for a gold medal
in a family-fun challenge on the sports deck. Did we mention our complimentary youth
programs? Sign up your little ones so they can learn to juggle in Splash Academy,
while teens have the coolest themed parties in Entourage. Whether you’re playing
dodgeball or winding down in front of a huge two-story screen during movie night,
families play better together with Norwegian.

FAMILY CRUISING

FAMILY DINING

ROOM FOR EVERYONE

Sit down to a four-course meal. Check out our made-to-order buffet. Or indulge on
extraordinary cuisine at a specialty restaurant, where kids 12 and under can enjoy
our complimentary kids’ menu. Freestyle Dining gives you more dining options than
days of your cruise.

Kick back with your kids in a luxurious suite in The Haven or live it up in an opulent
Penthouse Suite. And if you’re bringing along extended family who would like to stay
elsewhere on the ship, we have a wide range of accommodations from bow to stern
from beautiful Balcony Staterooms to connecting Mini-Suites. Everyone will feel at
home – at sea.

OUR FRIENDLY YOUTH STAFF

GUPPIES (6 MONTHS - 3 YEARS)

We take your kids’ playtime seriously. Which means all of our youth staff members
are carefully chosen from education and recreation programs at their universities.
They’re also certified in both CPR and first aid, so you can rest assured that safety
is a priority. Now let’s get back to the fun and games.

Featured on all of our ships, our complimentary Guppies Program is perfect for
Norwegian’s youngest guests. Hosted by an Early Years Coordinator, you’ll enjoy
up to two hours a day of interactive parent-child activities including sensory play,
painting and more in our youth centers.

(AGES 13-14 & 15-17)
TURTLES (AGES 3-5)

• Arts and music

• Arts & crafts and painting

• Circus workshops

• Circus workshops (tiger act,
feather balancing)

• Movies

• Developmental activities

• Team-building challenges

• Sensory and messy play

• Themed events and pool parties

• Storytelling

• Video games and challenges

• Sports

• Treasure hunts

SEALS (AGES 6-9)
• Circus workshops (scarf juggling,
plate spinning, devil sticks, spinning rope)
• Games
• Painting
• Sports and family activities
• Team-building challenges
• Treasure hunts
• Video games

DOLPHINS (AGES 10-12)
SPLASH ACADEMY (KIDS)
Your kids will have a blast at our complimentary youth
program, where they can enjoy creative play, sports and
more. From themed activities to parties, our youth staff has
a knack for this stuff. Or drop off the kids during supervised
Group Sitting* on port days or in the evening and make it a
romantic night out.
*Nominal fee applies.

• Arts & crafts
• Circus Workshops (stilts, ball juggling,
Chinese yo-yo, plate spinning)
• Scavenger hunts
• Sports
• Team-building challenges
• Video games and challenges

ENTOURAGE (TEENS)
Make it a date night for the two of you while your
teenagers hang out in a place filled with video games,
movies, arts & crafts, music, sports – and people their
own age. From the coolest lounge at sea to the hippest
dance club at night, there’s always something going on
at our complimentary teen centers.

NORWEGIAN ESCAPE | VIBE WHIRLPOOL

NORWEGIAN ESCAPE | VIBE BEACH CLUB

NORWEGIAN GETAWAY | GETAWAY CASINO

NORWEGIAN ESCAPE | SPICE H20
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Do whatever makes you happiest, day or night. Spend some alone time at Mandara Spa’s
relaxing Thermal Suite. Get lucky with your favorite games at our award-winning casino.
Sip signature cocktails while marveling at inspiring panoramic views or feel the sizzle of
Spice H2O under the sun or under the stars. Our ships are your playground. Run free.

| ADULTS

WHERE ADULTS
CAN BE ADULTS.

DELUXE OWNER’S SUITE | NORWEGIAN EPIC

TRUE LUXURY
AWAITS YOU.

ROME, ITALY

JUNEAU, ALASKA

SANTORINI, GREECE
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| DESTINATIONS

BERMUDA

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

HARVEST CAYE, BELIZE

TORTOLA, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

BARCELONA, SPAIN

WORLDWIDE DESTINATIONS
DEPARTURE PORTS FOR NORWEGIAN CRUISE LINE’S SHIPS WITH THE HAVEN.
ALASKA

THE CARIBBEAN

MEXICAN RIVIERA

Seattle, Washington

Miami, Florida

Los Angeles, California

Vancouver, British Columbia

New Orleans, Louisiana
New York, New York

ASIA

Orlando (Port Canaveral), Florida

Singapore, Singapore
AUSTRALIA / NEW ZEALAND
Auckland, New Zealand

EUROPE
SCANDINAVIA, RUSSIA & BALTIC:

Sydney, Australia

Copenhagen, Denmark

BAHAMAS & FLORIDA
COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

Tampa, Florida

Hamburg, Germany

New York, New York
Orlando (Port Canaveral), Florida
BERMUDA

London (Southampton), England
NORTHERN EUROPE:
Hamburg, Germany

New York, New York

London (Southampton), England

CANADA & NEW ENGLAND
New York, New York
Québec City, Québec

PACIFIC COASTAL
Los Angeles, California
Vancouver, British Columbia
PANAMA CANAL
Los Angeles, California
Miami, Florida
New Orleans, Louisiana
Tampa, Florida
TRANSATLANTIC
Barcelona, Spain
Copenhagen, Denmark
London (Southampton), England
Miami, Florida

WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN:

New York, New York

Barcelona, Spain

Orlando (Port Canaveral), Florida

Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy

Tampa, Florida

WORLD TRAVEL AWARDS
9 YEARS IN A ROW

WORLD TRAVEL AWARDS
4 YEARS IN A ROW

AWARD-WINNING SHIPS

NORWEGIAN ESCAPE®
Built: 2015

Draft: 27 feet

Estimated tonnage: 164,600

Guests (double occupancy): 4,266

Overall length: 1,069 feet

Crew: 1,733

Beam: 136 feet

NORWEGIAN BLISS™

NORWEGIAN GETAWAY®

Built: 2018

Draft: 26 feet

Built: 2014

Draft: 27.3 feet

Estimated tonnage: 167,800

Guests (double occupancy): 4,004

Gross tonnage: 145,655

Guests (double occupancy): 3,963

Overall length: 1,082 feet

Crew: 1,716

Overall length: 1,068.3 feet

Crew: 1,646

Beam: 136 feet

Beam: 136 feet

NORWEGIAN BREAKAWAY®

NORWEGIAN GEM®

Built: 2013

Draft: 27.3 feet

Refurbished: 2015

Beam: 125 feet

Refurbished: 2017

Beam: 125 feet

Gross tonnage: 145,655

Guests (double occupancy): 3,963

Built: 2007

Draft: 28.2 feet

Built: 2006

Draft: 28.2 feet

Overall length: 1,068.3 feet

Crew: 1,657

Gross tonnage: 93,530

Guests (double occupancy): 2,394

Gross tonnage: 93,558

Guests (double occupancy): 2,402

Overall length: 965 feet

Crew: 1,070

Overall length: 965 feet

Crew: 1,037

Beam: 136 feet

NORWEGIAN EPIC®

NORWEGIAN JADE®

NORWEGIAN PEARL®

NORWEGIAN JEWEL®

Refurbished: 2015

Beam: 171 feet

Refurbished: 2017

Beam: 125 feet

Refurbished: 2014

Beam: 125 feet

Built: 2010

Draft: 29.5 feet

Built: 2006

Draft: 27 feet

Built: 2005

Draft: 28.2 feet

Gross tonnage: 155,873

Guests (double occupancy): 4,100

Gross tonnage: 93,530

Guests (double occupancy): 2,394

Overall length: 1,080.9 feet

Crew: 1,724

Overall length: 965 feet

Crew: 1,072

Gross tonnage: 93,502

Guests (double occupancy): 2,376

Overall length: 965 feet

Crew: 1,069
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CALL YOUR TRAVEL PROFESSIONAL OR 1.888.NCL.CRUISE (625.2784)

Angelica Reynolds, Travel Specialist
Phe: 540.699.0992
Eml: angelica@legnatravel.com
Web: www.legnatravel.com

